The data of experimental studies of optical characteristics of colloidal solutions, composition and morphology of its dispersed phase, resulting from laser ablation of zinc in aqueous solutions of anionic surfactants -sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), dioctyl sodium sulfosuccinate (AOT) are presented. It is shown that by studying the optical absorption spectra of the colloid, X-ray spectra and AFM-images of extracted from colloid solid phase, it is possible to trace the dynamics of ZnO nanostructures formation from zinc nanoclasters size of several nanometers to ZnO fractal aggregates (FA) size up to hundreds of nanometers. Determinants of this process are the average power and an ablation exposure, the frequency of the laser pulses, the colloid aging time, the type and concentration of surfactant in solution. In the selection of appropriate regimes, along with zinc oxide obtained other nanoproducts -hydrozincit and organo-inorganic layered composite [(β )−Zn(OH) 2 + SDS].
Introduction
Over the past decade, among chemical, electro physical and others methods of preparation nanoparticles and nanostructures of metals, oxides, nitrides,the new technique-pulse laser ablation in liquid environment has demonstrated intense interest. 1, 2 This method is quite simple, versatile and promotes to have the pure product.A great number of experimental works are devoted for the preparation and investigations of ZnO nanostructures by this method. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] Zinc oxide, semiconductor II-VI group, with a wide band gap (Eg ≈ 3.37 eV ), high exciton binding energy (≈ 60 meV ) at room temperature is a very interesting material for optoelectronics (UV lasers, diodes, different models of sensors et al). [9] [10] [11] The analysis of researches performed on this problem shows that the majority of them were carried out using a low-power Nd:YAG lasers (≈ 1 W ) with low pulse repetition rate (≈ 10 Hz). At the small energy deposition in the ablation process a yield nanoproducts is negligible. The intensification of the process can be achieved by increasing the average laser power output and increase the interaction time with the target material and formed during the ablation colloid, i.e., with increasing of laser pulse repetition rate. In a recent paper, 12 authors using a laser with an average output power ≈ 25 W , picoseconds pulse duration (7 ps) and repetition rate up to 200 kHz, demonstrated the importance exclusion overlapping zones interaction (bubbles) between successive pulses. It is shown that in the case of overlapping zones interactions, efficiency of production of nanoparticles in this experiment decreased by 30-50 percent and more due to defocusing and scattering radiation incident on the target. At an appropriate choice of spatial and temporal distribution of radiation zones on the target, the performance the synthesis of nanoparticles can be increased at hundred-thousand times in comparison with the data of the above works with lowpower Nd:YAG lasers. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] In this regard, the study of the nanostructures synthesis by method the ablation different materials in liquids with using high-power lasers with high pulse repetition rate opens up the prospect of effective nanostructures synthesis of new forms and qualities.
Experimental Section
For the experiments was chosen copper vapor laser generated pulses of radiation at wavelengths of 510.6 nm (≈ 60% power output) and 578.2 nm with an average power 15-20 W. The pulse width-20 ns, repetition rate -10 kHz.The radiation was focused on a target located at the bottom of the glass vessel. The focal length of lens -280 mm, a diameter of spot radiation on a surface zinc (≈ 99.5%) target less 100 µm. The vessel was contained deionized water or aqueous solutions of anionic surfactants -sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS -C 12 H 25 SO 4 Na) and dioctyl sodium sulfosuccinate (AOT -C 20 H 37 NaO 7 S). In the case of AOT was used 0.15 M solution AOT in Nonan (C 9 H 20 -organic compound classes of alkanes) followed by dilution with water up to molar ratios water / AOT -W ≈5, 60, 700. The peculiarity of this solution is the formation of a reverse micelle, the volume of the water pool which depends on W. The volume of the water pool is limited to the size of the nanoparticles. 13 The volume of solutions was about 2 cm 3 . The vessel was rotated during ablation time to change laser beam position on a target surface. The solution temperature was measured at a process of ablation. Laser ablation lasted for 30 min and 3 h.
The optical absorption spectra of obtained colloids were recorded after different aging time by UV-Vis spectrometer SF-46 LOMO. The composition and structure of the solid phase colloids studied by X-ray diffraction (XRD; Dron-2, Cu Kα radiation). Morphology of the precipitate was analyzed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM; Hitachi S405A, 15 kV) and atomic force microscopy (AFM; Solver P47-PRO, method of semicontact topography). The samples for these studies were obtained after a centrifugation at 4000 round/min all of colloids and sediments were washed with deionized water several times to remove main part of surfactant and dried at ≈ 60 0 C temperature. 10-15 nm. In the spectra of other colloids, this band is not observed. In addition, a number of spectra of colloids, the obtained in deionized water, with SDS and AOT, you can see the individual peaks and the characteristic rise of absorption curves in the wavelength range 280-300 nm, which indicates the presence of zinc oxide particles size 1.5-5 nm. 14, 15 The peculiarity of the absorption spectra of almost all investigated in this study of colloids is the appearance of a rather narrow ( λ ≈ 20 nm) zone of sharp decrease in the level of absorption (peak of transparency) in the wavelength range 450-480 nm. Peak amplitude increases as with increasing exposure time, and with increasing concentration of SDS and AOT in the initial solution.
Results and Discussion
It is also noteworthy that the peak amplitude decreases significantly with aging time and the peak completely disappears after centrifugation of the colloid fig.2, curve 4, fig.3 , curve 2. This means that the appearance of peaks is caused the formation in the solution of fairly larges complexes of particles, which leave it by sedimentation or centrifugation. Nature of the change the optical spectra is largely confirmed in a number of previously performed studies nanostructures of zinc oxide, synthesized by a method of laser ablation in liquids [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] and a chemical methods. 11, 15, 16 In different experiments were marked changes of a level of absorption in the UV-and visible part of the absorption spectra, 7, 17 Interpretation of the absorption spectra of colloids is a difficult task. Indeed, the solid phase colloid consists of products of chemical interaction of zinc with water and surfactant -a nanoparticles of zinc and zinc oxide hydrates, organic-inorganic composites produced in the process of ablation and the subsequent aging of the colloid. All components of the solid phase at different times can change their size and structure due to processes of growth, aggregation and coagulation. Therefore, the overall picture of the optical spectra of a colloids is a superposition of the spectra of plasmon resonances of different nanoparticles, of peaks and bands of exciton absorption of zinc oxide, the absorption bands of other components of colloids. Nature of the changes in the spectra obtained in the present experiment, their features, the authors believe, can be qualitatively explained in terms of physics of fractals, in particular concerning the optical properties of colloidal systems and composite nanostructures, which are typical examples of fractal systems. 21 The theory of optical properties of fractal aggregates (FA) is different from the well-known Mie theory for metal nanoparticles, since taking into account the electrodynamic interaction of neighbors of the particles that make up the fractal aggregate. Corollaries to this theory which confirmed experimentally are a broadening and frequency shift of the spectra of plasmon resonances of a fractal, i.e., the increase of length of the long-wavelength part spectra in comparison with a spectra system of individual, non-interacting particles.Frequency shift -ω − ω p, i.e. a mutual electrodynamics influence of neighboring particles of fractal is so great that it leads to a shift in their resonance on amount comparable to the resonant frequency. The length of the long-wavelength range of spectra increases with the size of a fractal. From the theory of optical properties of fractals, in particular, illustrated by the example of silver colloids, it should be possible appearance in the FA spectrum additional peaks and dips in the long-wavelength range of spectra associated with changes in the distribution of particle sizes, including the presence of surfactants in the colloid. There is also a photodynamic effect on colloid particles, the resonances are close to the frequencies of the incident radiation. 22 This effect leads to rather narrow dips -"burn-through" -in the absorption spectra of the colloid.
In these experiments, the above features of the spectra -the rise of the level of absorption especially in the long side of spectra, the emergence of a broad peak in the wavelength range 470-500 nm, the peaks of "transparency" and their disappearance during the sedimentation of large complexes and centrifugation -can be attributed to the provisions of the fractal theory .
Thus, the received optical spectra allow to assume that fractal aggregates of various compositions and shapes are formed in colloids. It proves to be true by X-ray diffraction patterns and an AFM-images of the solid phase extracted from colloids. Fig.4 shows modifications of precipitate X-ray spectra in dependence on a kind and concentration of a surface-active agent in the initial solution. The X-ray spectrum 1 corresponds to the precipitate received after bombarding radiation of zinc in deionized water at τ e = 3.5 h and τ st = 40 h. This spectrum contains accurately expressed peaks belonging to crystalline zinc oxide. This phase has hexagonal crystalline structure with cell parameters a = 0.3294 ± 0.0001 nm, c = 0.5214 ± 0.0001 nm. The average size of crystallites along the crystallographic axis a is L a = 41 nm, along the axis c -L c = 84 nm. In this spectrum zinc peaks are not visible.At adding of 0.001 M SDS in the initial solution two crystal phases are exhibited in spectrum 2. One of them -ZnO (a = 0.3252 ± 0.0001 nm; c = 0.5199 ± 0.0001 nm).
The crystallites sizes along the crystallographic axes a and c are 40 nm. This is less than in experiment with deionized water. The second crystalline phase is presented in the spectrum by a set of the diffraction lines to the greatest degree coinciding with spectral lines of hydrozincite The X-ray diffraction studies fulfilled in the present operation and the data of other exper-iments 11, 13, 25 show the following dynamics of zinc basis nanoparticles synthesis depending on concentration of anionic surface active agents -SDS and AOT. Only Zn and ZnO are formed at ablation in deionized water. At concentrations being essentially smaller than critical value (0.001 M SDS) hydrozincite is received in the conditions of powerful bombarding radiation by means of copper vapor laser. At achievement of SDS concentration about 0.01 M a layered organic-inorganic composition material is formed in experiments with copper vapor laser and at the durable affecting (∼ 1h) of low-power Nd: YAG-laser radiation. 24 The further rise of SDS and AOT concentration leads to formation of finely dispersed yields of zinc ablation. This fact shows that surface-active agents are able to limit nanoparticles growth testifies to developing process of properties. At the same time increase of surfactant concentration in a solution promotes growth and a union of micelles in fractal frames. 
Conclusion
The measured optical spectra, diffraction patterns and AFM-images reflect the dynamics of the formation of nanostructures, resulting from the experiment, a powerful copper vapor laser. The increase in the total time of ablation, the duration of the effects of radiation on the colloid at high repetition rate, rise in temperature of the colloid due to the high average power of irradiation lead to an intensive operating time of nanoparticles of zinc and zinc oxide hydrates, the emergence of clusters and large (up to hundreds of nanometers, and more ) complexes with different structures and forms -fractal aggregates. Based on fractal theory may explain the qualitative features of the optical spectra of the studied colloids. Specifics of the use of surfactants in the process of ablation is manifested in the formation of micelles, consisting of surfactant molecules and nanoparticles.
On the one hand, the surfactant molecules surrounding the nanoparticle, limit their growth and aggregation, on the other hand, there is a possibility of synthesis of various chemical compounds on the basis of surfactant, water and metal that occurs in these experiments. As follows from literature data obtained organic-inorganic composite [(β )−Zn(OH) 2 + DS] is of interest as a promising equality botchy stochastic environment for UV lasers. [26] [27] [28] 
